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Abstract
Could not be possible that rock paintings with similar hues and morphologies were the result of different paint preparations inside a cave but distanced in time? Is there any archaeometric approach that allow us to evidence these subtle differences? Aiming to address these inquires, in this work are presented the potentials of new physicochemical
lines of evidence for characterization and differentiation of paint mixtures. This will improve the understanding of the
technical heterogeneity and temporal complexity of painting sets executed in a particular archaeological site. In order
to explore these points, the results obtained in the micro-stratigraphic studies of samples taken from the painted
walls of Oyola, an archaeological site located in the northwest of Argentina, are presented. These samples have been
analyzed by micro-Raman spectroscopy (mRS) and scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray (SEM–
EDS). The differences found by cross-section chemical studies could be explained as a consequence of two situations:
1-differences in the painting’s chemical components, either in the pigments involved or additives used; and, 2-differences in the physical properties of the mixtures such as stratum thickness and/or particle size. Also, in this article
are explained each of the hypothesis, presenting the limits of these interpretations and pointing out future research
challenges. As we discussed, it could be possible that the chemical and physical differences found between paint
mixtures were the material expression of varied types of pictorial techniques.
Keywords: Rock art, Archaeology, Archaeometry, Painting techniques
Introduction
In last decades, archaeometric studies have been a powerful tool to understand the materials employed in
paintings [1–6] as well as the natural and/or anthropic
phenomena that affect them throughout time [7–12].
Also, direct absolute chronology of paintings has demonstrated to be a powerful tool in this matter [13, 14].
However, the potential of physicochemical studies
has not been completely exploited and there are great
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possibilities to contribute to the actual discussions
about historical processes and social practices that constructed and modified rock painting sites. The research
of diachronic processes of production and transformation of rock art panels is a worldwide problem that raises
intriguing challenges to approach the elucidation and
identification of different painting events [6, 15–19].
As a matter of fact, a painting is the result of the application of different paint mixtures with determined proportions of diverse materials onto the rock surface using
specific tool/s and technique/s. These mixtures have been
usually described in the literature as the combination of
a pigment (grounded solid colored materials or organic
colorants), a binder (commonly an organic material) and
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additives (regularly used as extenders, fillers or charges)
[7, 12, 20–31]. The pigments, also known as chromophores, are the responsible to give color to the painting.
Most of the archaeological literature has reported iron
oxides to obtain red and yellow, calcium carbonate and
calcium sulphate for white colors, and carbon or manganese oxide compounds for black hues [6, 32, 33]. Then,
the binders give cohesion to the mixture and have been
linked to organic compounds, as animal fat or vegetable
oils [34, 35]. Gypsum, clays, quartz, bone and talc have
been described as additives and usually are employed to
give volume and/or to improve other paint properties
such as adherence, coverage and durability [28]. However,
the paintings are not only the sum of materials, but also
the product of various preparation stages, practices and
physical transformations employed to obtain desired final
painting properties such as color hue, brightness, durability, texture, etc. Such activities could be grinding, sifting, mixing, heating treatments, among others [36–40].
Therefore, these combinations of activities and materials
produce mixtures that are chemically and/or physically
different from other preparations, even if same raw materials have been originally employed. Each of these material mixtures could be defined as a paint mixture. This
concept is not equivalent to the recipe’s notion, because
involves the result of a particular paint preparation different from others following the same general rule.
The minimum execution unit involved in rock art’s production could be defined as a painting act. This notion
comprises the episode of interaction among an agent,
one paint mixture and a rock support, and could be associated with a minimal artistic unit, usually called “simple
motif ” to describe a monochrome figure [41]. Multiple
and relatively contemporaneous painting acts performed
inside a cave or shelter conform a painting event. This
concept includes one or more agents and could be associated to several paint mixtures. Nevertheless, we believe
that one mixture per color was performed in the same
painting event. Thus, different paint mixtures of similar colors detected inside a cave could be the expression
of various painting events chronologically distanced.
Although this proposal must not be understood as a
deterministic relation, we thought that the identification
of different paint mixtures could be a valuable hint to
reach, in combination with other lines of evidences, the
historical development of rock art panels.
Notwithstanding, the material differences between
painting events sometimes remain eclipsed behind
the uniformity appearance of painting sets with similar morphologies and colors, promoting synchronic
interpretations of rock art that misunderstand the site’s
history. Could not be possible that paintings with similar hues and designs were the results of different paint
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preparations distanced in time? Is there any archaeometric approach that allows us to evidence these subtle differences? Aiming to address these inquires, in this work
the potentials of novel physicochemical lines of evidence
for characterization and differentiation of paint mixtures
are presented. In this sense, the results obtained in the
micro-stratigraphic studies of samples taken from the
painted walls of Oyola, an archaeological site situated in
the northwest of Argentina, are gathered. These samples
have been analyzed by micro-Raman spectroscopy (mRS)
and scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray (SEM–EDS). Particularly, new variables and
levels of understanding have been defined for paint mixtures characterization; namely, differences in pigments
and additives, and differences in materials preparation.
These results will improve not only the understanding of
the technical heterogeneity and temporal complexity of
painting sets in Oyola but also could be a useful methodological alternative to apply in other archaeological sites.
Finally, it must be highlighted that this study is the result
of a large number of samples collected and analyzed from
the archeological site of Oyola for the last 7 years [12, 18,
27, 42].
The archaeological site of Oyola

At the eastern side of El Alto-Ancasti’s mountain, Catamarca province preserves one of the most outstanding
groups of rock art sites in South America. Having more
than a hundred caves documented, these paintings and
engravings stand out by their diversity, colors, sizes and
good preservation. After some decades of studies, most
of the researchers attribute the rock art of this area to the
La Aguada culture, chronologically located between 600900 a.C. [43–46]. This cultural adscription rest on stylistic similarities detected between some rock art figures
and the iconographic repertoire of La Aguada embodied
in pottery vessels. The traditional interpretation of this
period describes a social integration between different
groups as a consequence of a shared ideology materialized in a common repertory of designs in pottery, lithic
objects and rock art motifs [47, 48]. Figures of shamans,
warriors, trophy heads and jaguars characterized this
culture and expressed a powerful religious ideology that
links and joints communities with different historical
developments.
The archaeological site of Oyola is located in the middle of the eastern hillside of El Alto-Ancasti’s mountain,
approximately at 700 meters above sea level (Fig. 1). It
is shaped by 38 rock shelters with prehispanic paintings
and/or engravings executed in the roof and walls of
granitic caves, with a diversity of color hues, morphologies, sizes and spatial arrangements. The last survey of
the shelters allows us to identify more than 350 motifs,
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Fig. 1 Map of El Alto-Ancasti’s mountain with the localization of Oyola’s archaeological site

with the predominance of abstract designs and, among
the figuratives, camelids and anthropomorphic motifs.
The firsts researches at Oyola were carried out in the
1970s by Amalia Gramajo and Hugo Martínez Moreno
[49, 50]. As a consequence of this initial documentation, the authors claimed that the rock art of Oyola
could be linked with La Aguada culture. Later, other
researchers supported this interpretation and reinforced the uniform cultural adscription to one culture
and temporal period [46]. However, they also described
some motifs that could not be stylistically attributed to

La Aguada arising hypothesis regarding the presence of
other groups before and/or after this culture.
In this context, the hypothesis of a wider chronology
is considered, focusing our studies on the application
of different lines of evidence to approach the histories
of production and transformation of rock art panels. In
this way, we have performed stratigraphic excavations of
the caves [51], stylistic studies of paintings [52], analysis
of overlapping figures [53], spatial studies of the places
selected to do the paints [52] and chemical analysis of
micro-samples taken from paintings [12, 18, 42]. By the
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development of strategies to link all these evidences [18],
the research group was able to reach a more complex
understanding of the site’s history, with paintings attributed to La Aguada culture but others linked with prior
and later occupation periods. In this regard, the chemical analyses of micro-stratigraphic samples were a valuable tool to differentiate sets of paintings with similar
color hues, morphologies and styles, usually interpreted
as chronological equivalent and attributed to La Aguada
culture.
This homogenous first appearance characterizes the
rock art repertories of many caves at the site, such as
Oyola 1, Oyola 7 and Oyola 34. These caves share the
same archaeological problem: at a first glance, the painted
panels look uniform with paintings of similar colors,
forms and without overlapping. However, as we explain
in this article, evidences contradicting this preliminary
interpretation were detected in most of the caves. These
differences were found by cross-section chemical study
of samples taken from the figures and could be explained
as a consequence of, at least, two situations: 1-differences
in the chemical components, either in the pigments or
additives used; and, 2-differences in the physical properties of the mixtures. In the next section we explain each
hypothesis, present the limits of these interpretations
and describe future research challenges. As we discuss
below, it could be possible that the chemical and physical
differences found between paint mixtures were the material expression of varied types of pictorial techniques.

Materials and methods
The methodological strategy followed in this research
is based on the study of micro-stratigraphic samples
of some rock paintings combined with a layer-by-layer
chemical and morphological characterization studies.
The samples were taken from specific rock art panels in
caves Oyola 1, 7 and 34 (Table 1).
The method used for the micro-stratigraphic analyses
involves a sequence of stages before, during and after
sampling, the detailed information can be found elsewhere [12, 42]. Briefly, the samples (of about 1 mm2) were
taken using a scalpel and binocular lenses (OptiVISOR,
Donegan Optical Company, USA) for deeper precision,
being afterwards stored in 1.5-mL-capacity Eppendorf
tubes. Then, each sample was included in acrylic resin
(Subiton®) and was polished with sandpaper of different granulometry in order to expose its cross section.
Finally, a DM EP model MC 170 HD Leica microscope
(Leica, Germany) was used to observe and photograph
the samples. Visible light source was used in normal and
polarized modes for further documentation. Images were
recorded using a Leica DFC280 digital camera and processed using the Leica Application Suite 4.0 software.
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Table 1 Samples taken for physicochemical analyses
from caves Oyola 1, 7 and 34
Sample

Rockshelter

Colour

Type of motif

329-1-17

Oyola 1

Black

Bird

329-1-18

Oyola 1

Black

Camelid

329-07-02

Oyola 7

Red

Feline

329-07-03

Oyola 7

White

Geometric

329-07-14

Oyola 7

White

Bird

329-07-30

Oyola 7

Red

Anthropomorphic

329-34-1

Oyola 34

Black

Camelid

329-34-3

Oyola 34

Red

Camelid

329-34-13

Oyola 34

Black

Camelid

329-34-14

Oyola 34

Red

Camelid

Regarding chemical characterization of paintings, two
complementary techniques were used. First, elemental
inorganic studies were performed using scanning electron microscopy with Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) Philips SEM 505 (Philips Industries,
Eindhoven, NL). All samples were metalized with gold.
Micrographs, elemental mappings, and EDS spectra were
acquired. Second, for molecular inorganic characterization, the samples were analyzed by micro-Raman spectroscopy using a Lab RAM HR UV–Vis-NIR (Horiba
Jobin–Yvon) spectrograph equipped with two monochromator gratings and a charge-coupled device detector.
A grating of 1800 g/mm and a hole of 100 mm resulted in
a spectral resolution of 1.5 cm−1. The spectrograph was
coupled to a microscope with ×10, ×50, and ×100 magnification lenses. Laser lines at 514 nm (Ar + laser) and at
623 nm were used as the excitation sources and filtered
to ensure the power density was low enough to avoid
sample overheating. Typically, for a ×50 magnification,
spot diameter was about 2–3 μm.
The physical analyses of samples were done by measurements of stratum thickness and particle area under
microscope observation. The software employed for this
was LAS (Leica Application Suite) Versión 4.0. (Build:
878) from Leica Microsystems. These analyses were
developed in those samples that, although its chemical
similarities, presented morphological differences.

Results
Chemical differences between paint mixtures
Pigments

The cave Oyola 34 presents fourty zoomorphic figures
representing camelids painted with red, black and white
colors. The first appearance of these panels could be
understood as a result of a single painting event, perhaps
the representation of a caravan scene due to the lineal
arrangement of motifs with similar morphology (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 a Photograph of rock art panel at cave Oyola 34, and b digital tracing of figures

However, the chemical analysis of the cross-sections
taken from different figures of this panel allowed us to
discern the apparent employment of different pigments.
Noteworthy, these pigments were used in such a way
that creates similar color hues. In Fig. 3 are shown the
samples taken from two different camelids that, at a first
glance, seem to be part of the same painting event. SEM–
EDS mapping analyses shown, on one hand, for sample
329-34-13 the presence of manganese in the painting
layer while; on the other hand, for sample 329-34-1 substantial concentration of sulphur and calcium in the black
stratum, without signals of manganese. Furthermore,
Raman spectra of painting layers evidenced the presence
of gypsum in both type of samples where the characteristic bands at 1007, 1032 and 415 cm−1 were found [12]
(Fig. 4). These results indicate the use of two different
pigmentary mixtures; one employing a manganese-based
pigment while the other could be a carbon-based one.
This latter hypothesis is supported in the discovery of
black paintings at Oyola with carbon pigments [52, 54].
Also, from an archaeological point of view, these results
describe heterogeneity of paint mixtures used to create
similar figures in the same pictorial composition. This
behavior was not an isolated event, but similar trends
were found in other caves of the same site (Table 2). For
instance, this is also the case of Oyola 7 [27], which presents several white paintings on the walls that could be
also interpreted as the product of a single paint mixture.
However, the chemical analyses of different samples have
demonstrated different compounds as the main pigment.

For instance, in Fig. 5a can be evidenced the presence of
calcite where the characteristic Raman bands at 1087,
282 and 156 cm−1 [55] are indicated. On the other hand,
compositional studies of other white motifs from the
panel showed the exclusive presence of gypsum as the
main pigment without calcite. As an example, in Fig. 5b
is presented the Raman spectrum from one of the motifs
where the characteristic bands of gypsum (CaSO4) are
evidenced [12, 55]. Besides, these results could be linked
with the use of two different white pigments and allow us
to take under consideration the existence of more than
one painting event in the cave’s history.
Additives

Materials that are usually added to paint mixtures
in order to obtain particular color hues, increase the
adherence, volume or resistance are commonly known
as additives [56]. This category includes a wide range
of components documented in rock art, such as gypsum, quartz, feldspar, talc, clays, among others [28,
29]. In the case of Oyola, these materials have been
detected through the micro-stratigraphic studies of some
paintings.
For example, the red figures of camelids placed in the
walls of Oyola 34. Although, they present similar morphologies and colors (Fig. 6), the chemical analysis gives
us valuable information which allowed to separate the
paintings in at least, two groups. Essentially, the experiments point out the presence of hematite (Fe2O3) as the
common pigment among these groups. However, the
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Fig. 3 SEM–EDS mapping analyses of black paintings at Oyola 34. a Elemental mappings of sample 329-34-1 and, b sample 329-34-13

differences lay on the absence or presence of additives.
To this end, the samples from the first group (Fig. 7a)
are composed by figures whose chemical composition
contains gypsum and hematite. As indicated in Fig. 7a,
hematite was attributed by its characteristic bands at
224, 293, 299, 409 cm−1 while gypsum by the band at
1007 cm−1 [12, 55]. The SEM–EDS mappings presented
the corresponding concentrations of iron, sulfur and calcium in the painting layer. On the other hand, the second group, does not evidence calcium in the chemical
mappings (Fig. 7b) discarding in this way, the presence of
gypsum in the paint mixture.
Similarly, the thorough study of red paintings at Oyola
7 verified the behavior having red paintings containing
homogeneous hematite/gypsum mixtures (Fig. 8b) and
some of them have not (Fig. 8a). The selective presence
of gypsum in some paintings could not be explained by
differences in natural degradation processes because the
figures studied are very close in the wall and most likely
were exposed to similar degradation conditions over the
time. These examples allowed us to highlight that, even

when pigments are similar, it is possible to discriminate
different paint mixtures of similar hues by the presence/
absence of additives. This fact can be interpreted as an
intention of the rock art painter to achieve some aesthetical or technological purpose by mixing them.
Physical differences between paintings mixtures

The cave Oyola 1 gathers two groups of black paintings.
The first one (Fig. 9a) is composed by anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic figures painted with wider and darker
edges, perhaps as a consequence of a digital execution.
Among the zoomorphic designs, it is possible to discern
some camelids and a feline. The other group, also painted
in black, presents only zoomorphic figures of camelids
and birds. This group has been done with thin strokes,
possibly with a sharp instrument (Fig. 9b).
The chemical analysis of both groups evidenced the
presence of carbon as the main pigment in the paint
mixtures. However, under a closer study of the physical (morphological) characteristics of the micro-stratigraphies it is possible to distinguish, at least, two paint
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Fig. 4 mRS analyses of black paintings at Oyola 34 showing the bands of gypsum (G). a Raman spectrum from pictorial layer from sample 329-34-1
and, b from sample 329-34-13

mixtures. In this occasion, the difference does not lay on
the chemical composition, but it is based on the morphological aspects. More specifically on the particle size
which could be strongly related to grinding differences
between paint mixtures. Taking into account that both
motifs are from the same cave, these properties can occur
either by the duration of the grinding process or by the
use of different technological tools. As an example, the
cross-section of sample 329-1-19 exhibits carbon particles whose average cross section areas are 31,8 µm (s.d.
32,3 µm, n = 29) (Fig. 9b). In contrast the sample 329-117, also executed with carbon, has a particle size smaller
than the resolution of the optical microscope (Fig. 9a).
Probably this smaller size is due to an intense grinding
process. The measures of stratum thickness show differences between paintings, with an average of 109.5 µm
(s.d. ± 46 µm n = 10) in sample 329-1-19 and 26,2 µm
(s.d. ± 5.92 µm n = 19) in sample 329-1-17.

Discussion
As we described, in spite of the uniformity that characterizes the rock art of Oyola’s caves, a close understanding
of the chemical and physical properties of paint mixtures
bring us the possibility to discern differences in the materials selected and how they were processed and applied.
In this sense, archaeometric studies stood out as a

valuable tool to discriminate between different paint mixtures that could be linked with various painting events at
the same cave, perhaps chronologically distanced. This
point could be especially relevant to understand the history of archaeological sites as Oyola, where the rock art
panels do not exhibit clear evidences of modifications in
time (e.g. overlappings, different styles, etc.). In this line,
these methodological tools were capable to rewrite the
understanding of panels that have been interpreted as the
uniform product of one society, period or culture. Therefore, as one of the main results of our work, it is relevant
to note that even the most homogeneous rock art panel
could be the consequence of more than one paint mixture and, perhaps, different painting events.
As exposed above, notwithstanding their similar morphologies, the figures at Oyola 34 have been painted
with different black pigments, in some cases manganese oxides and probably carbon-based pigments in the
others. However, this diversity could not be understood
as an exception but as characteristic of other caves at
the site. For instance, Oyola 7, where the use of different white pigments to produce similar paintings was
detected. In other cases, it has been discovered the use
of additives or charges (as gypsum) only in some paintings, which implies different paint mixtures and, consequently, different painting events. Despite we have

7

37

25

Oyola 7

Oyola
34

N° painting
samples
taken

Oyola 1

Cave

10

3

3

N°
samples
analyzed

5

–

–
5

–

1

With
Without
manganese manganese

Black paintings

–

3

2

With carbon

1

8

–

N°
samples
analyzed

–

2

–

With
calcite

White paintings

1

5

–
–

1

–

With gypsum With
gypsum
and calcite

11

8

–

N°
samples
analyzed

10

6

–

Hematite
with gypsum

Red paintings

Table 2 Summary of the results obtained in chemical analyses of paintings from caves Oyola 1, 7 and 34

1

2

–

Hematite
without gypsum

5

37

2

1

6

–

N° samples
N°
of samples analyzed
taken

Alteration deposits
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Fig. 5 mRS analyses of white paintings at Oyola 7. a Sample number 329-07-03 showing the bands of calcite (C); b sample number 329-07-14
showing the bands of gypsum (G)

Fig. 6 Red paintings at Oyola 34
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Fig. 7 Samples taken from Oyola 34. a Red sample (329-34-3) analyzed by mRS showing the bands of hematite (h), gypsum (G) and weddellite (w);
and SEM–EDS elemental mapping. b Red sample (329-34-14) analyzed by SEM-EDS elemental mapping

scarce information about the organic components of
paintings, we could hypothesize that this matter might
be another source of paint diversity focused on binders.
Finally, when the chemical compositions of paintings
are similar, physical differences in pigment preparation such as particle size and stratum thickness can

emerge as an alternative strategy. As we present in the
case of Oyola 1, black painting done with the same pigment (carbon) could be manufactured using a diversity
of technical processes, which will give different morphological properties such as particle size and stratum
thickness [57, 58].
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Fig. 8 mRS results of white samples from Oyola 7. a Sample 329-07-02 showing the bands of hematite (h) and gypsum (G) and, b sample
329-07-30 showing the bands of hematite (h)

A second point in this discussion is about the possibilities that the physicochemical differences gave us to identified between paint mixtures in order to understand the
ancient painting techniques. These analyses could allow
us to discern some aspects about the whole process of
painting production, from obtaining the raw materials
to the final figure, showing the different steps, elections
and actors involved in the process. To the best of our
knowledge, except for some valuable works [29, 59–61],
the use of archaeometric studies to explore similar topics
have been more exploited in other disciplines different
to archaeology, such as art history and heritage science
[56, 62–64]. Moreover, new concepts based on technical art studies can be incorporated by the archaeometry
field to reinterpret the technical execution of rock art.
In this line, archaeological physicochemical studies usually have less information about technical execution but a
summary of the materials employed. Besides, we thought
that the identification of material recurrences as well as
the execution features of rock paintings could allow us to
discriminate between the variety of painting techniques
used at particular sites and regions. Moreover, this piece
of information will enable us to highlight the active role
of the painters and the complexity of these processes.

With a limited variety of raw materials available; classical picture of the ancient cultures exhibits people doing
the same paint mixtures with similar components worldwide (e.g. iron oxides for reds, carbon for blacks, gypsum
and calcite for whites). In this work, we proposed a richer
vision, where the selections of materials and execution
techniques are not trivial.

Conclusions
The research of the history of production, transformation and uses of rock painting is a problem that occupies
researchers widely. This problem is particularly relevant
in the study of archaeological sites where rock art panels have similar colors, shapes and sizes are interpreted
as the expression of a single painting event, in many
cases attributed to particular cultures, styles or periods.
As it was described, a closer archaeometric examination of the Oyola’s caves exposed enough results to differentiate paint mixtures and reach a more complex
image of the overall painting process of the site. The
analysis of micro-stratigraphic samples by SEM–EDS and
Raman has proven to be a good starting point to characterize the inorganic components of each layer. Other
micro-spectroscopic (micro- Fourier transform infrared
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Fig. 9 Black paintings taken from Oyola 1

spectroscopy) or bulk (Gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry) techniques to inquire into the organic
materials are strongly recommended. In this line, other
methodological and technical approaches [18, 27] could
help us to connect these diversity of paint mixtures with
different lines of archaeological evidence and give them a
chronological frame.
In the same way, the archaeometric research could be a
good strategy to explore the painting techniques used in
the past. This approach transcends the traditional chemical characterization of rock paintings used in archaeology, usually linked with the identification of the main
pigments, and allows us to identify particular forms
to combine materials with technical actions in order to
produce paints with special characteristics as durability,
adherence, brightness, contrast, etc. This insight into the
painting techniques could be a valuable way to highlight
the active role of past painters, whose practices connected the structural rules with the historical contingencies and the individual agencies producing different paint
mixtures through time. New lines of experimental essays
conducted to replicate antique paintings could be a good
complement to validate these physicochemical analyses
and aid as another line of evidence to understand the past
painting techniques.

Finally, the understanding of the involved materials and
historical processes are crucial for the future design of
personalized conservation and restoration strategies.
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